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Springer. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 928 pages. Dimensions: 9.4in. x 6.2in. x
2.1in.Unified Signal Theory is an indispensible textbook dealing with the theory of deterministic
signals; a topic of fundamental interest to graduates and senior undergraduates in the areas of
information engineering (telecommunications, control, systems theory and electronics),
astronomy, oceanography, earth science, biology and medicine. The unified theory follows an
innovative approach that of combining all signal classes into just one. The fundamental signal
operations (convolution, Fourier transform, linear systems, sampling and interpolation) are
established simultaneously for all the signal classes. This unified approach avoids the repetition of
similar concepts consequent on other approaches separate treatment of definitions and properties
for each signal class. Modern wavelet ideas are developed in harmony with the rest of the text.
Unified Signal Theory provides: exercises and examples, to give the student practice; solutions
which are available for download and save the tutor time; and a choice of two suggested reading
paths depending on the level of the student, for an enhanced learning experience. The advantages
of the unified approach are many: it permits a global vision of the topic, it is economical in teaching
and learning, and it can be adjusted easily...
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Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet again yet again later on. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwardo Rohan III-- Edwardo Rohan III

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. We have study and so i am sure that i am going to likely to study once again again in the foreseeable future.
I realized this book from my i and dad encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Duane Fadel-- Duane Fadel
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